CHAPTER II

LITERARY REVIEW

In doing this study, the researcher uses the ecocriticism theory. The researcher analyzes the relationship of the main character, Hugh Glass, and the environment in the novel.

2.1 Ecocriticism

2.1.1 The Definition of Ecocriticism

Lawrence Buell in his writing, *Environmental Imagination* defined ecocriticism as “...a study of the relationship between literature and the environment conducted in a spirit of commitment to environmentalist praxis.” (430). Cherryl Glotfelty in *The Ecocriticism Reader* defines ecocriticism as “…the study of the relationship between literature and the physical environment” (xviii). Jelica Tošić in her journal, *Ecocriticism—Interdisciplinary Study of Literature and Environment* described the ecological terms as a source of ecocriticism and language study. Ecocriticism is a response of the environmental phenomenon which is affected by human activity and focused on studying the relationship between human and physical nature which is shown in literature.

This theory concentrates on the relationship between human and nature, and how human treat the nature. As Cheryll Glotfelty narrates in her writing in Western Literature Association Meeting titled *What is Ecocriticism?* that “Most ecocritical
work shares a common motivation: the troubling awareness that we have reached the age of environmental limits, a time when the consequences of human actions are damaging the planet's basic life support systems” (6). Through this quotation, it is clear that the ecocriticism put its concern on environmental issue. Its domain is very broad because it is applicable to any literary genres. The relation between nature, ecological issues, ecosystems with human are the main concern of this theory.

Literature and environment truly can’t be separated each other. Lawrence Buell argues in his book *The Truth of Ecology* as quoted by Dana Philip that literature would be environmental. It would evoke the natural world through verbal surrogates, and would attempt to bond the reader to the world as well as to discourse (Philip 7). It can be assumed that through the literary work, the reader will be brought to the environmental world and devastation of earth. Indirectly, literature causes the reader’s interpretation of the environment. Thus, it is important to understand the relation between humans and environment through literary work. It needs to notice that ecology is not a slush fund of fact, value, and metaphor, but a less than fully coherent field with a very checkered past and a fairly uncertain future (Philip 45).

2.1.2 History of Ecocritical Movement

The term ecocriticism was first introduced in 1978 by William Rueckert in his essay, *Literature and Ecology: An Experiment in Ecocriticism* Rueckert intended to focus on the application of ecology and ecological concepts to the study of literature, which he introduced the word “ecocriticism” as a term of his subject. Since then, ecocriticism was in hiatus until it raised again in a meeting of Western Literature
Association (WLA) in 1989, brought by Cherryl Glotfelty and Glen A. Love. Then it was developed rapidly since 1990’s by ecocritics such as Harold Fromm, William Howarth, Suellen Campbell, Simon C. Estok, Lawrence Buell and Michael P. Branch. Ecocriticism as a concept first arose in the late 1970s, at meetings of the WLA (the Western Literature Association, a body whose field of interest in the literature of the American West) (Barry 161).

A prominent Ecocritic, Lawrence Buell states that one can identify several trend-lines marking an evolution from a “first wave” of ecocriticism to “second” or newer revisionist wave or waves increasingly evident today (Buell 17).

1. First Wave Ecocriticism

“Environment” meant “natural environment” for first wave ecocriticism. Practically, the realm of the “natural” and the “human” seemed more disjunctive than they have been seen in recent environmental critics. Ecocriticism was initially understood to be synchronous with the aims of earth care. Its goal was to contribute to “the struggle to preserve the ‘biotic community’” (Buell 21).

The word environmental means the surrounding conditions that affect living things. In a broader definition, environment is everything that affects an organism during its life time. From a human perspective, environmental issues involve concerns about science, nature, health, employment, profits, politics, ethics and economics (Enger and Smith 5).
2. Second Wave Ecocriticism or Newer Revisionist Waves

Second Wave Ecocriticism or Newer Revisionist Waves has closer alliance with environmental science, especially the life science. The biological-environmental-literary connection reached its first major critical expression in 1974 with the publication of Joseph W. Meeker (Love 564). Glen A. Love in his 1999 essay “Ecocriticism and Science: Toward Consilience?” points out that a line of biological thinking has been a constant and indispensable accompaniment to the rise of ecocriticism and the study of literature and the environment. Biologically verified evidence of environmental destruction and it was the natural connecting point, as the emphasized, which can claim a permanent and important relationship to human life (565).

Meanwhile, William Howarth seems rather to favor bringing humanities and science together in the context of studying specific landscapes and regions (qtd. in Buell 18), to which end geology is at least as important as the life sciences (qtd. in Buell 18). Ursula Heise, on the other hand, has recently turned to a branch of applied mathematics, risk theory, as a window onto literature’s explanation of the kind of contemporary anxieties (Buell 18). Then, others have also taken up the argument that ecocriticism’s progress becoming more science-literate.

Likewise, the Carson’s book Silent Spring is a great model. Carson had investigated a problem in ecology, with the help of wildlife biologists and environmental toxicologists, in order to show that DDT was present in the
environment in amounts toxic to wildlife, but *Silent Spring* undertook cultural not scientific work when it strove to argue the moral case that ought not to be. The great achievement of the book was to turn a (scientific) problem in ecology into a widely perceived ecological problem that was then contested politically, legally and in the media and popular culture. Thus ecocriticism cannot contribute much to debates about problems in ecology, but it can help to define, explore and even resolve ecological problems in this wider sense (Garrard 6).

Laurence Buell quoted in his book:

“Science’s “facts” are “neither real nor fabricated”: the microbial revolution hinged on a certain kind of orchestrated laboratory performance, without which science history would have taken a different path, but the discovery/invention was not fictitious, either. Bruno Latour ingeniously proposes the neologism “factish” (a collage of “fact” and “fetish”) to describe this understanding of the “facts” of science: “types of action that do not fall into the comminatory choice between fact and belief (Latour 1999: 295, 306)”

The discourses of science and literature, then, must be read both with and against each other (21).”

According to the former way of thinking, the prototypical human figure is a solitary human and the experience in question activates a primordial link between human and nonhuman. According to the latter, prototypical human figure is defined by social category and the “environment” is artificially constructed. In both instances
the understanding of personhood is defined for better or worse by environmental entanglement (Buell 23).

2.1.3 Ecocriticism as Literary Criticism

Regardless of what name it goes by, most ecocritical work shares a common motivation. The ecocritic wants to track environmental ideas and representations whenever they appear, to see a debate which seems to be taking place more clearly, often part-concealed, in a great many cultural spaces. Most of all, ecocriticism seeks to evaluate texts and ideas in terms of their coherence and usefulness as responses to environmental crisis (Kerridge and Sammells 5). All ecological criticism shares the fundamental premise that human culture is connected to the physical world, affected it and affected by it (Kerridge and Sammells xix). An ecological perspective strives to see how all things are interdependent, even those apparently most separated. Nothing may be discarded or buried without consequences (Kerridge and Sammells 7).

Ecocriticism takes as its subject interconnections between nature and culture, specifically the cultural artifacts of language and literature. As a critical stance, it has one foot in literature and the other on land; as a theoretical discourse, it negotiates between the human and non human. Ecocriticism expands the notion of “the world” to include the entire ecosphere (Kerridge and Sammells xix).

The ecocritical movement’s primary publication, the American ISLE (international studies in literature and environment) and its younger British counterpart, Green Letters, are remarkable among scholarly association journals for
their mixture of scholarly, pedagogical, creative, and environmentalist contributions (Buell 6). ISLE is established in 1993 by Patrick Murphy to “provide a forum for critical studies of the literary and performing arts proceeding from or addressing environmental considerations. These would include ecological theory, environmentalism, conceptions of nature and their depictions, the human/nature dichotomy and related concerns.” (Glofeltly and Fromm xviii)

Ecology, meanwhile, is concerned with an integrated, nitionally holistic view of human-natural systems, even though at any point or space these system – whether nominally organic or mechanical – are seen to be open and evolving. Meanwhile, a broadly ecological concern with human/nature and people/place relations is deep-rooted and perennial feature of the subject, implicit in some of its classical origins and explicit in much of its romantic legacy. Ecological concern has some terms and topics. They usually focus on some questions about family and community based on, identification between characters and places or a mood and place, life and death, and about human and environment representation and relation such as whether people are a part of or apart from nature. All this can be expressed in the terms of three major and recurrent topics in literary and cultural history (Pope 160-161).

1) Version of pastoral. Stereotypically, pastoral is a genre in which shepherd in particular or country-dwellers in general are represented in an idyllically idealized stat of simplicity and innocence, far from the complex ills and excesses of court or city. Alternatively, country folk are
presented as brutal and backward. Typically, in many a piece it is the movement between these states that drives the plot and informs the main issues (Pope 162).

2) The city as the second nature. Here alternatives tend to be farmed in terms of delights and distresses of urban living as a whole, without recourse to rural comparisons. Above all it is the capital city, the Metropolis that is seen as an interlocking system of worlds within worlds, an intricate network of cultures and sub-cultures. The city is hailed from afar as a place of individual opportunity and social mobility ‘the bright city lights’. However on further acquaintances and reflection of the city often turns out to be a place of personal loneliness and social alienation, naked acquisitiveness and financial vulnerability (Pope 162).

3) Science fiction: utopias and dystopias. The genre of science fiction has been particularly influential in offering representations of imaginary places that are variously utopian and dystopian. ‘Utopia’, from Greek *ou-topos*, is strictly ‘noplace’ means an imaginary ideal place. Dystopia was a term coined later to designate an imaginary horrible place. And in fact, depending on one’s point of view, most utopias have potentially dystopian dimension to them (Pope 163).

From those three versions of ecological concern, this study is categorized into the version of pastoral where country folk are presented as brutal and backwards. It
can be seen from the beginning of the novel. The date of the story in the opening is September 1, 182. However in the next pages, the date of the story is written backwards on August 21, 1823.

Cheryll Glotfeltly makes an analogous ecocriticism’s phases similar as Elaine Showalter’s model of the three developmental stages of feminist criticism. The first stage is the “images of nature”, how nature is represented in literature. But nature is not the only focus of ecocritical studies of representation. Other topics include the frontier, animals, cities, specific geographical regions, rivers, mountains, deserts, Indians, technology, garbage, and the body.

Second stage is to recuperate the hitherto neglected genre of nature writing, a tradition of nature-oriented nonfiction originates in England with Gilbert White’s *A Natural History of Selbourne* (1789) and extends to America through Henry Thoreau, Mary Austin, Rachel Carson, Terry Tempest Williams, and many others. In an increasingly urban society, nature writing plays a vital role in teaching us to value the natural world. Another effort to promulgate environmentally enlightened works which examines mainstream genres, identifying fiction and poetry writers whose work manifest ecological awareness.

The third stage, analogous work ecocriticism includes examining the symbolic construction of species. How has literary discourse defined the human? Such a critique questions the dualism prevalent in Western thought, dualisms that separate
meaning from matter, sever mind from the body, divide men from women, and wrench humanity from nature. A related endeavor is being carried out under the hybrid label “ecofeminism” a theoretical discourse whose theme is the link between the oppression of women and the domination of nature. Another theoretical is that known as deep ecology, which is considering the philosophy to explore the implications that its radical critique of anthropocentrism might have for literary study (Pope xxiv).

2.1.4 Ecocentrism

An ecologist—Mark Woods—defines ecocentrism or sometimes called dark green or deep green ecological ethics is the core of environmental positions focused on protecting holistic natural entities such as species, ecosystems, and landscapes. Ecocentrism uses insights from the science of ecology to locate value within ecological entities, processes, and relationships, and ecocentrism represents an alternative to an anthropocentric or human-centered ethic of the environment (Woods 1).

According to Aldo Leopold on his essay entitled “A Sand County Almanac: And Sketches Here and There”, ecocentrism is the part of ecocriticism that represents a human-environment relationship.

Dunlap proposes the most commonly used definition of ecocentrism nowadays: is the degree to which people are aware about environmental issues and
are capable of making efforts toward contributing to a solution or, at least, to show a desire to be personally engaged in the environmental matter. (3)

2.2 Review of Previous Studies

Ecocriticism study has been done by several researchers. The research found an undergraduate thesis by Rohmah Romadhon from Universitas Islam Negeri Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta entitled “An Analysis of Environmental Issues Using Ecocriticism in James Cameroo’s Film Avatar”. She used descriptive-qualitative method. This research describes how the relationship between human and the environment and the non-human with the environment.

The second research comes from the journal written by Fahmi Leksono and Fithriyah Inda SS., M.Pd. entitled “Devastation of Earth: an Ecocriticism Study in Cormac McCarthy’s The Road”. The journal describes how the devastation of earth happened in the whole layers of environment; atmosphere, land and sea in Comac McCarthy’s The Road.

The third research comes from Nofrialdhi Arif with the title “The Arrogance Of Geneticists Over Nature As Reflected On DR. Henry Wu Character In Michael Crichton’s Jurassic Park Novel”. He uses qualitative method on analyzing the arrogance of geneticists over nature on DR. Henry Wu.

The difference between the previous studies with this study is this study presents the version of pastoral while the previous studies present the city as the second nature and science fiction. This study also represents the effect from the
relationship of the main character with the nature which is not represented in the previous studies.